Computers do not contain real items in their memories.
Semantics as Relationship Between Symbols and Real World
Communication is the passing of information from one source to another.
Inherent in the passing of information is the requirement that the receiving entity have a potential to understand the information being trans= mitted.
That is, the entity receiving the information must be capable of assigning a meaning to the s~nbol which was transmitted.
The requirement is known as the semantic portion of communication.
Semantics is the meaning of a communication.
Consider a blind man.
To him the word "red" is a useless qualifier. Not having seen color it is impossible for him to assign a meaning to the word. He has no potential to understand the word as a specific color.
Indeed, the abstraction represented by the word "color" has no meaning to him.
Communication can be successful even when the entities in communication have neither common objects nor common relationships between the objects.
The potential to understand inputted signals does not necessarily imply that the receiving entity is familiar with the same objects and relationships that the sending object is familiar with.
All that is required is that there exist a structure known to the receiving entity which is sufficiently similar to the structure of the sending entity.
Such a similarity can be called an isomorphism between world-views for purposes of definition.
A "world-view", W, may be defined as: I. A set:, S~ of objects; a, b, c, 2. A set:, U~ of subsets of S; z, y~ x, 3. A set:, R~ of relations; m, n, of the objects of S union U.
A relationship~ m, of the objects, a and b~ may be represented by m(a;b).
An isomorphic transformation, h, between two world-views W and W' is defined as a one~to-one correspondence of the objects of W' such that; I.
,
For all a ~ z and z ¢ U~ there exists z' ~ U' such that h(a) ~ z' and for all a ~ z, then h(a) ~ z'" i.e., h(z) = z' For all m ~ R, where m(a;i~) exists; a~b~S, there exists m' ¢ R' such that m'(h(a); h(b)) exists, i.e., h(m) = m' 3. There exists h' such that: T is a set of distinct symbols called the terminal set of L. P is a set of procedures or syntax statements specifying permissible sequences or concatenations of the elements of T. P can be considered the grammer of L. S is a set of concatenation of the elements of T according to the rules of P which are recognized as meaningful. S is called the set of sentences of L.
A communicative language between two world-views~ W and W'~ is a language such that:
I. For each pair (k~k') where k ~ S, k' ~ S r or k ~ U, k' ~ U'~ or k c R, k' ~ R'~ and h(k) = k', h(k') = k -there exists a distinct symbol, of L or a distinct sequence of symbols constructed according to the rules of P which may be associated with the given pair.
Now suppose that an entity with world-view, W, desires to communicate with a second entity with world-view, W'
The first entity wishes to make a statement equivalent to m(a;b).
Using the proper communicative language, the first entity can make such a statement~ which is interpreted by the second entity as m'(a';b')0 This is a valid statement and has meaning in the second entity's world-view.
The second entity can "reply" with the statement equivalent to n'(a';b~).
Interpreting this to be n(a;b)~ the first entity has established a valid communication° It is inconsequential to the first entity that the second has interpreted m(a;b) as m'(a';b').
The relation n(a;b) may not have been initially apparent to the first entity, but since the worldviews are isomorphic the relationship holds and the first entity has learned a new fact.
Thus~ as long as world-views are isomorphic, it is possible for the two entities to communicate successfully and usefully.
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An isomorphic world-view provides a receiving entity with the potential to understand incoming signals.
As such the entity is semantically capable of communicating, Once such a potential to assign a meaning has been established~ the symbol used to indicate the meaning becomes arbitrary.
Suppose it was decided to utilize the word "kludge" as the symbol for computer.
Such terms as "kludge language"~ "kludge processing"~ and "kludge error" become readily understandable.
A number of children's games are based upon the substitution of strange words for familiar words.
Teenagers become quite adept in the arbitrary assignment of meaning to words~ often resulting in lack of communication with older generations, This illustrates another condition to successful communication. Although the choice of symbols is arbitrary~ the entities in communication must assign equivalent meanings to the symbols employed.
In other words~ definition of terms is necessary.
Syntax as Valid Relat:ionships Between Symbols
As communication becomes more complex~ simple definition of terms is not sufficient.
Connections and sequences of terms are used to transmit varied meanings, Rules regarding the structure of these sequences are necessary to separate one meaning from another and sensible strings from nonsensible, For examples the sentences:
The boy bit the apple. The apple bit the boy. Apple boy the the bit. are interpreted differently.
Sentence i) has an obvious meaning, Sentence ii)~ while not representing any probable event~ still contains meaning because the structure of the sentence is acceptable.
However~ sentence iii) is pure nonsense, Each of the words of sentence iii) has meaning individually~ but the structure is unacceptable so there is no information transferred.
Thus~ for complex communication to be successful~ it is not only necessary to define terms but: it is also required to define acceptable structures of term sequences (syntax).
The rules and convent:ions used in the transmitting information constitute a language.
Such a language L can be simple or complex.
A simple language would be one where the set of sentences is equal to the terminal set and the set of procedures is the null set. An example of such a language for manmachine communication would be the case where man at various occasions determines the action of the system by inputting a control character. The machine need not check syntax.
It only needs to determine if the character is a member of the terminal set. If not~ an error has been made and a default option should be taken.
A more complex language is requred when a large number of distinct actions can occur as a result of the combination of many options, In such a case~ some options may be legal only when specified in connection with a different option; some options may not be legal when specified with other options; the sequence of options may be important,
The above conditions would call for a large and intricate syntax.
The set of sentences would be efficiently described only by the syntax and would be much larger' than the terminal set.
A language performs the function of determining symbols and establishing conventions regarding the use of the symbols for successful communications, Formalization of the language allows the designer of a system using that language to implement the interfacing smoothly.
Also documentation becomes more straightforward.
Communication between entitles may depend on more than one level of semantics, When a user communicates with a computer through character and syntax recognizers~ semantics is involved on two levels.
On one level~ the semantic is the character.
The strokes represent s~nbols and their relationship to each other is the syntax, If the symbols and their relationships are proper then it is possible to recognize the character° The characters then become symbols for the next level of communication0
If the relationships between the symbols is in the proper syntax~ then meaning can be associated to the sequence of characters,
In this way more varied and meaningful information can be transmitted, In a man-oriented communication system~ it will be necessary to use a hierarchy of syntax where communication is really on a number of levels, Parallel systems of semantics and syntax will be required.
This would be necessary to introduce meta-languages~ where the user is able to construct or modify his existing language, It is a well known fact that humans think in modular fashion, A given sequence of symbols with a given syntax in different modes can have entirely different meanings,
The statement "There are a lot of bugs!" has different meanings depending on whether you are talking to an exterminator or a programmer, These modes must: be set previous to the statement by some kind of higher language, The higher language may not: necessarily be explained as a higher language, It could be in the form of an orientation in the conversation, This is called c.ontext-dependent. Initially~ it would be expected that context-dependent languages for mancomputer conversation would be gross in mode setting parameters, That is~ they would utilize explicit symbols and mechanizations to switch from one language to another, The hierarchical interpretation of languages would not cause such a problem since each sublanguage would indicate how well it was being input, A character recognizer would replace the tracking points with a neat character to indicate that it has interpreted the input correctly.
The user can make corrections and modify his character set at that level without interrupting the higher language, Figure i , is an example of a hierarchical language system for syntax recognition with the ability to modify syntax. 
